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Editors Message i

It seems that finally we have a successful issue of 'Stardust' out in
the new season, and I would like to thank those people who have made contributions
towards it.

In the last issue of 'Stardust' as some of you may have noticed a
crossward puzzle identical to one put in last year by Robert Paul was once again
put in, this was by accident. If you want to have the answers to this puzzle
please see me at the general meeting.

Also in the last issue Dr. Hube's phone number was given incorrectly,
the number that should have been given is 434-0590.

This issue of 'Stardust' as may be seen is not being done on the 'Gestetner',
but on a Offset Press which is an improvment over the 'Gestetner'. In the future
issues of 'Stardust' you have any photographs these may now be printed.

As usual items for 'Stardust' may be sent to Keith Enhagen,
Edmonton.

Keith Enhagen

Report from the President

The attendance at our annual banquet held at the Faculty Club was below
expectations but, nevertheless, can be considered to have been successful. Following
a fine dinner, we heard Dr. Gordon Rostoker give an excellent, illustrated description
of the phenomenon of the Northern Lights. I am sure that everyone learned something
from Dr. Rostoker's talk, and will all pay a little more attention, in future, to
this phenomenon and to details such as the development of on type of auroral pattern
into another.

We noted with regret that Audrey and Franklin Loehde were unable to attend
the banquet. On behalf of the Edmonton Centre I would like to express our condolence
to them following the recent death of Franklin's mother.

For those of you who have missed the annoucement in the newspapers or in a
recent issue of the RASC journal, you should know that there are now two astrqnomical
societies in Canada. In addition to the RASC, a society of professional astronomers -
the Canadian Astronomical Society - was formed last May. The first regular meeting of
the CAS was held in Toronto from November 11 to 13, concurrently with a meeting of
the National Research Council Associate Commettee on Astronomy. The CAS was formed
to provide professional astronomers with a united voice in dealing, for example,
with government agencies on matters related to the development of astronomy in Canada,
including government support for research, the construction of new observing facilities,
and so on. It is hoped that there will be close cooperation between the CAS and the
RASC in the future, and that abstracts of papers presented at CAS meetings and
summaries of CAS activities will be reported in the RASC journal, for example.

During the meetings in Toronto, important decisions were taken by the CAS in
connection with the future of optical astronomy in Canada. Although details cannot be
given at this time, it is felt in the astronomical community is largely the result of



having a united and strong voice in the form of the CAS, in addition to being able to
irely on the support of amateur astronomers through the RASC

A reminder that the speaker at the December meeting will be Dr. John B.Rice of the
Department of Physics, Dr. Rice, who has spent-the last few years at the National
Research Council in Ottawa working on problems in solar physics, will be talking
about one ofvthe more spectacular features of the Sun's atmosphere, namely
prominences.

President's Award for 1972

In consultation with other members of the Council of the Edmonton Centre
of the R.A.S.C, the following four requirements have been established for the awarding
of the 1972 President's award,

1. Observe and plot a light curve for Delta Cephi.
2. Observe at least one lunar occultation,, Record the time and conditions of

observation, and make a sketch showing the relative position of the
star and the Moon just prior to the occultation,

3. Make a series of observations of, and plot on a diagram, the positions
of at least one satellite of Jupiter or Saturn, the time interval
between observations being such as to permit the detection of the
satellite's orbital motion. For example, one observation of Saturn's
satellite Titan on each of several successive nights, or one observation-
of Jupiter's satellite Io every hour for several hours on a given night,
would be adequate for demonstration the orbital motion of these
satellites,

4. Identify and name on a photograph or chart, and in the presence of
a member of Council, 20 lunar surface features.

Secretary's Memo

The annual banquet has been held again for another year. Although regrettably
I was unable to attend, I have heard however, that it was a ^ery enjoyable evening
for those who did attend. According to remarks that were made the banquet was as
super delicious as usual,

A special thank you is due to Dr. D.Hube and Dr. G. Cumming for making the
necessary arrangements with the Faculty Culb so that this banquet could be possible
again for another year at that location.

Also according to comments made, the speaker, Dr. Rostoker presented a most
interestion and informative talk on "The Northern Lights - Violence in the Sky".

Treasurer, M. Dostal reports that many members have renewed their memberships
for the 1971-72 term and new members neve joined us this year, Welcome-' For those who
have not renewed as yet, please be reminded that memberships should be paid before the
end of 1971. The treasurer is required to make a report to the head office in Toronto
before the end of this year. According to this list of paid up members a mailing Ijst
for all publications of the society is made up. Do see Mike Dostal our treasurer at
our December meeting and renew your membershio so that you will not miss out on any
of the R.A.S.C. publications that are sent from Toronto to you as a member. If you
are unable to attend the December meeting, just mail your remittance to the treasurer
at " 14 Grandora Crescent, St, Albert, Alberta." (Adults $11,00. Students $6,00.)

All of us wish Mrs, E.S. Keeping a complete recovery and that she may soon be
able to discard the cane.

Otir deepest sympathys go out to Mr, & Mrs.F, Loehde and family in their loss
of a mother and grandmother.



Since this December issue of Stardust Is the last one for 1971, I would like
to wish all our readers a Blesses.Christmas, a Happy and a Prosperous New Year,

(Mrs) Y, Ebbers

Sir Bernard Lovell According to the Edmonton Journal Sir Bernard Lovell after completing
his speaking engagements in Edmonton also spoke in Ottawa where he stated: "There may
well be intelligent life on other planets In our galaxy beaming radio messages to the
earth," But Sir Bernard Lovell - ofteff called the father of modern radio astr^mamy -
doesn't think it's worth while to try to detect extraterrestrial intelligence—yet,
"The chance of finding extraterrestrial intelligence is negligible unless we could
use all the defence facilities* and radar dishes in the world for the search," the
eminent British scientist said.

Evening Parking on the Univ, of Alberta Campus

More than one member of the Centre has, In recent months, been ticketed and had his car
removed for illegal parking on campus during one of our monthly meetings. In an effort
to avoid this problem in the future we have summarized the relevant parking regulations
and offered a few suggestions as to where to park,

- Never park in an area marked "Reserved 24 hours". These red and white sighs,.which
are usually attached to the plug-in post, mean what they say. Illegally parked vehicles
will automatically be towed away, (Details are available from F,Loehde, on request,)1

- The two Car Park buildings are available for public parking for a Sjpall fee. These
are the safest places on campus for parking If you do not have a permit to park
elsewhere. But, you must pay.

Except for 24 hour reserved zones, can parks and specially designated areas, you may
;ark anywhere p.n campus i_f you have an 'evening parking permit', which is available for
$12,/year or $4./month, or any other reserved zone parking permit,

- If you do not have a permit, as outlined above, free and legal parking is not, available
to you on campus! However, you will probably find it safe to~park~ in one of the larger
reserved zones, such as'M1 lot which is due west of the Physics building. If the
gendarmes discover your car, you may receive a ticket but should not have your car
towed away.

" T>f to find a parking spot on a nearby, off-campus street.

If, at any time, you receive a parking ticket which you feel is unjustified, there
exists a parking appeals committee to which you may send a note of protest.

Stanton T. Friedman Speaking to students of the Simon Fraser University, Stanton T,
Friedman, an American nuclear and space scientist said, "Instead of planning expensive
space probes, scientists should be trying to communicate with the creatures who are
already vis ting the earth from other planets. I am convinced that the earth is being
visited by intelligently controlled vehicles whose origin is outside the earth." Mr.
Friedman, who spent 14 years working on the development of advanced nufelear and space
systems for the U.S. government, says there have been evough sightings of saucers and
occupants by astronomers, pilots and physicists, to convince him they are visting this
planet.

Preparations For A Grand Tour

With the success of Mariner 9, one tends to forget that this flight is just another
step in the exploration of the planets, MASA has already drawn up plans for the Grand
Tour of the outer worlds for the late 1970 so But before this happens, two stepping
stones to these worlds* will be used.

In February or March of 1972, and April 1973, Pioneer's f and G will be launched
towards the giant world of Jupiter, Both spacecraft, weighing about 550 pounds each,



will carr y payloads of 60 pounds with 12 scientific eAperiments i n each. While on thei r
journey of some 50 0 m i l l i on miles , they w i l l spen d 6 to 1 2 months passing throug h the
asteroid belt -

Finally, after 60 0 to 900 days m space , the two spacecraft wil l swin g aroun d
and then pas t Jupiter - Th e closest approac h o f lOOjOO O miles w i l l giv e scientists abou t
100 hours to collect data concernin g the composition and temperature o f the atmosphere ,
the radiation belts , and the strength o r th e magnetic fiei d surrounding Jupiter, Also ,
T.V. photograph s o f th e planet w i ll b e take n throug h red and blu e filters ,

In addition to the information gaine d concernin g the gian t planet, these tw o
missions will giv e operations expedienc e for th e Grand Tour as well a s allowin g controllers
to assess th e hazards o f deep-spac e flight - On e other mission w i l l b e use d i n preparatio n
for the tour, A "Smal l tou r of Venu s and Mercury-"

In October or November 1973 , Marine r Venus-Mercur y (Manner 10 ) will b e launched,
The 900 pound craft will carr y n!3 pounds of scientific instruments which will examin e
Venus and Mercury a t close rang e Th e launc h date i s critical a s Mariner 10 must pas s
by Venus between Februar y 3 d and 7th, 1974 , and at a distance of 2500 miles to 3300 miles.
A miss i n time o f distance a t Venus wou<d resul t in a miss of Mercury-

Should al l go well, Mariner 1 0 wou^d swin g aroun d venus an d head fo r Mercury,.*
arriving there som e 2 months later . As manner passes th e littl e world a t a distanc e
of 625 miles, scientists wil l b e able t o scudy th e atmospheric, surface an d general
body characteristic s o f Mercury, Als o T V- picture s will reve l 1 the surface features o f
the planet c

Both th e Pioneer flight s and the Missio n o f Mariner 10 will giv e planners
some experience fo r the Gran d Tour, Sometime ". n 1977 S a  spacecraft wa l l b e 1  punched
to Jupiter, Saturn an d Plut o I n 1979, another spaceshi p w i l l b e aimed fo r Jupiter,
Uranus an d Neptune, I n both cases, travel time s o f over 30 years wil l b e reduce d t o
about 9 years

Summary of N,A,S,A-
News Release -

NEAR INFRARED ASTROPHQTOGRAPf rO k TH E AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS
-" - - - - - - • -  .......;, . -  -  -  -  -  . . . - « _ . . . . .. . ,  .  ,  - . ^

Part 2
by Geral d Cec l 1

Last mont h I  deal t wit h som e o f th e problem s frequentl y encountere d in Infrare d
astrophotography an d proposed wanous way s o r gettin g aroun d them. I t migh t b e though t
that al l on e need d o mow i s das h ou t t o th e come r drugstore , pruchas e a  rol l o f film ,
load th e camera , poin t th e telescop e a t th e moon , expos e th e film , plung e i t int o th e
developer, stop , and fix it , an d upon glancin g a t th e negative , hav e th e secret s o f th e
universe reveale d t o you . Needles s t o sa y ( I hope! ) i t i s no t quit e s o simple ,

Lest thi s statemen t pu t yo u off , d o not despair , infrare d astrophotograph y i s n o more
complicated tha n it s visua l Counterpart , th e onl y majo r drawbac k bein g tha t wit h
infrared fil m on e never know s wha t on e w ' ll fin d o n th e negat 've . Ye t eve n thi s lend s
added excitemen t t o a n alread y fascinatin g pas s time o f rea ' scient i f i c value ,

Before I  begi n thi s month' s discussio n on f i lm an d f i l ter selection , exposures ,
processing, an d interpretation, i t migh t b e advisable t o revie w th e propertie s o f
electro-magnetic radiatio n a t th e variou s wavelenght s tha t w e seek t o recor d an d their
effects o n th e photographi c emulsion s tha t w e w i ll us e

We wis h t o recor d th e infrare d image s o f th e sun , moon , an d planets- No w it mus t b e
remebered tha t th e moo n an d planets ar e ne t themseHe s luminous , the y merl y reflec t a



small percent of the raditnon of the sun that falls on them. Thus when we photograph these
bodies in the infrared we are in fact photographing reflected solar radiation. So what, you
may ask. But this statement which one tends.to shrug off as elementary and useless is all-
important for all types of classification:of the sun is G2 which can be lossely interpreted

fto mean that it emits most of its radiation around the yellow-part of the spectrum. Moving
away from this point along the electro-magnetic spectrum progressively less radiation is
emitted, i.e. less X-ray than ultra-violet and leas radio than infrared. Thus it is easily
seen that of two films of the same speed, one being sensitive to infrared radiation, the other
film being sensitive to visual light (mostly yellow-green), the one sensitive to visual
light.

This discussion has necessarily been brief, but I think that it puts over the point that
exposures made in :thet infrared- are going to be longer, in some cases much longer, than exposures
made in visual light. Out of all this something else emerges. The suhlight that is reflected
from, say the moon, has benn altered or added to in some way by the material which it is
reflected from. Thus an image of the moon is formed on the emulsion by reflected light and
SOMETHING ELSE. This "something else" is what produces the information value of the photograph,
as in the case of the moon infrared may indicate sources of internal heat or surface
features of different origins than those of the surrounding terrain (or Lurrain).

For the moon, and in general for all bodies with little atmosphere, there are two types of
infrared radiation. One, backscattering, is merely electro-magnetic radiation that is reflected
instantaneously from the object. The other is so-called "thermal infrared" which is infrared
radiation emitted from objects that are cooling down. Sources of "thermal infrared" then
appears as bright spots on the dark background of the eclipsed moon. The most informative
part of the infrared extends from 100,000'A' to 118,000'A' where there is the most amount of
"thermal infrared" in relation to reflected radiation. (Generally, however,"thermal infrared"
is present from about 8,000'A1 to 10,000'A' and only peaks aroud 100,000'A\)

ur aim then,is to record this region between 8,000'A' and 100,000'A'. This task is complicated
three things: the atmosphere, the film, and the filter.

0.

The atmosphere, lucky for us, is opaque to many waveflengths of the electro-magnetic spectrum.
Unpleasant things like Gamma rays, X-rays, and Ultra-violet are filtered out and absorbed
by various gases present in our atmosphere. This is indeed lucky for us for if these
gases were not present our planet would probably be as sterile as Mars is likely to be.
Astronomers are rather a weird lot however and nowadays spend millions of dollars on earth
orbiting satellites to get above the absorbant atmoshpere and to study such exotic,things
as collapsars, pulsars, quasars, and globules, all of which emit a considerable portion
of their energy in just the regions of the spectrum that the Earth's atmosphere absorbs.

But meanwhile back on Earth what of the lowly amateur astronomer whose only wish is to record
infrared radiation from 8,000 to 10,000'A', and whose most complicated piece of electronic
equipment is a Short-Wave radio for time signals? Unfortunately it is here that the roof
falls in so to speak. The Earth's atmoshpere is transparent right up to about 10,500CA',
then it begins to get more and more opaque until by 35,000 'A' it.is totally absorbant.
It remains like this until 100,000'A' whan it clears to l.et'inta'bit of'far infrared. ! m
It then becomes opaque again until at about 150,000'A' it is completely absorbant. So
now we know that we can only hope to record the "thermal infrared" from 8,000'A' to about
30,000'A' and from 100Q000 'A' to 118,000'A'.

The film is the next limiting factor and if you thought that atmospheric absorption was
bad just read on. All films are sensitive to Ultra-violet light and Infcared film is no
exception. Kodak is the only company,-as far as I know that sells infrared film in small
quantities (i.e, less than 50) and I have used only their products. Up until a few months
-go the only film available locally, sensitive to infrared, was Kodak Infrared Film IRL35
jt Sheet. This film is devilishly slow (about ASA 0.8) and is useless~for anything but

•



solar photography. A short while ago however the Montreal photographic market was suddenly
flooded with 35mm infrared emulsions of all types (this occured quite ftttoally after the
February 71 Lunar Eclipse.) These films are: (Kodak High_$peed Infrared Film IRI35, Kodak
Aero-Ektachrome Infrared Fi1m(color reversal), affd Hign SpeedyAero-Ektachrome Infrared"
Film (color reversal). Thev are available only in 35mm and only 20 shot cassettes,they
are not made in any other film size.

The wedge Spectrograms for all these films are the same* so to obtain the high speed you
lose resolution because of increased grain-clumping. They are all sensitive to light from
3,700 to 5,510'A' approx. (Ultra-violet to Blue) and from 6,900 to 9.150'A' (red to near
infrared). The ultra-violet portion of the emulsion is much faster than the infrared portion,
so a filter must be used to absorb the ultra-violet and blue light to prevent the film
from fogging and obscuring the detail in the infrared. You will notice that the film
reaches only as far as 9,150'A' so we now limited to a geglon from about 8,000 to 9,150
'A' in which to record the "thermal infrared". Kodak does make Spectroscopic Films for
scientific use and some such as Kodak IN and 1Z are sensitive right down to 14,000'A'
but unfortunately are available only in long rolls. It might be practical for the
Astrophotography section of the Centre to purchase a roll or two and experiment with
it to see if these films are suitable for lunar and planetary "snapshots" or are just
meant for 10 hour exposures on 200" telescopes. Until we can try some of that we will have
to rely, on the more limited emulsions that are stocked locally.

As was mentioned above a filter must be used to absorb the ultra-violet and blue light to
which the film is sensitive, if we are to record only infrared radiation, preferably as
far from the visual and as close to 30,000 'A' as we can get. The filters must be gelatin
and not glass as glass will "defocus" the image as explained last month in part 1. Kodak
Wratten Series of Filters satisfy these requirments. They cost about $1.03 apiece for the
2"-square size. The gelatin frared sensitivity only, which 1s what we want, use a No.87B
or 87C filter. The geltln will scratch easily however so handle them carefully by the
edges only. The 87B filter 1s sensitive from approx. 7,350'A' to the far Infrared, with
maximum sensitivity on High Speed Infrared Film from 7,900'A' to 8,700'A'. The 87C
transmits from 8,100'A' to the far Infrared, and maximum sensitivity on High Speed Infrared
is from 8,400 to 9,000 'A'. The above data assumes that the film 1s sensitve to 9,150'A'
as all Kodak Infrared films are (except Spectroscopic Film). The No.87C filter requires 2x
to 3x more exposure than the No. 87B does on High Speed Itffrared. Get a No. 70 red filter
to focus through as explained last month.
EXPOSURE DATE AT F/ll (through No.87B filter).
Film: Moon: Sun:
Infrared Film IRI35 18-20 seconds Under
High Speed Infrared HEI35 1/4 -1/8 Investigation
Infrared IRI35 can be said to fall somewhere betwee Panatomic-X and Plus-X filrm.as far as
its overall performance 1s concerned. High Speed Infrared resenfembles Tr1-X. Infrared 135
can be loaded into the developing tank under a green safe-light. The film is not sensitive
to light at the wavelenght. High Speed Infrared must be handled in complete darkness, and
should preferably be stored below 50degrees F in a refrigerator.

High Speed Infrared Film Hel35 can be boosted in D-76 to three times its speed by forced
development. This procedure will result 1n an Increase in grain however and a loss of
contrast detail 1n the bright parts of the picture. If you want more contrast use D-19,
though I have found that D-76 gives the best results Inlunar photography. Probably however
D-19 will be better for photographs taken during a lunar eclipse, as it should be possible
to boost the film speed way up adn this will probably have to be done to record an Image.
Actually the moon 1n the umbral stages may be photographed oslng shorter exposures than
you would normally use as the radiation that does reach the moon 1s mostly red light
scattered by the earth's atmosphere, on the other hand the Infrared light would be absorbed
by the atmosphere, thus leaving only the "thermal Infrared" to register on the emulsion.

The above article taken from Montreals Newsletter "Skyward".



Observing Notes for December

Mercury-Is too close to the sun for observation early in the month. By the end of the month
it is approaching greatest western enlongation; On the 31st it stands 15 degrees
above the south-eastern sky at sunrise,

nus -It is an evening star, visible low in the south-west for about two hours after
sunset, mag-3.4

Mars -Moving from Aquarius into Pisces, it is well up towards the meridian at sunset and
sets at about midnight, mag 0.0

Jupiter-It is too close to the sun for observation, being in conjunction on the 9th.
Saturn -In Taurus, it is already risen at sunset and sets before sunrise, mag-0.1
Uranus- In Virgo, is a morning star, mag+5.7
Neptune-Is too close to the sun for observation.
Pluto -In Coma, mag+14

Moon Phases and Distances

Full Moon December 2, 7:48
Last Quarter December 9, 16:02
New Moon December 17, 19C03
First Quarter December 25, 1:35
Full Moon December 31, 20:20
Last Quarter January 8, 13:31
New Moon January 16, 10:52

December Distance Diameter
Apogee 12, 7h 251,700Miles 29'30"
Perigee28, 5h 228,400Miles 32*31"

Meteor Showers in December and January

COn December 13-14, on the weekend the strong Geminid shower reaches its peak. Because
ere is a New Moon it will be possible to obtain some good meteor counts or satisfactory

photographs. Moving at roughly half the speed of a Perseid or a Leonid, a Geminid fireball
can be quite spectacular arid bright. The shower is noted for the number of bright meteors
as well as its high count, which is about 50 per hour at the zenith of a single observer

in the absence of moonlight. y uuberver
Viewing should be good for the two-day Ursid shower, which will be the best of the

n?r!^9m • lri'kntll the.first quarter mo°" sets around midnight leaving the remainderL 5 h™™1nggoodkfor observing. Asingle observer may see up to 15 meteors per hour,
about half of them being sporadic.

On the evening of January 3rd, look for the Quadrant!d meteors as soon as the sky qets
?! u i ! StuW6r If so sharply peaked that less than four hours later the meteor rate will
be halved The radiant is at 15h 28m, +60 degrees, near where Bootes, Draco, and Hercules
meet. For the maximum check your Handbook.
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* .As a" final reminded .all members are urged:'tb pay 'membershrp fees to'Mr.Dostal *
Il2S£ soon-as possible; $11*00 far'Ad^^^ands$6.Q§ for-Students: " ' ' " *
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